Self-supervised monocular depth estimation methods generally suffer the occlusion fading issue due to the lack of supervision by the per pixel ground truth. Although a post-processing method was proposed by Godard et. al. [1] to reduce the occlusion fading, the compensated results have a severe halo effect. In this paper, we propose a novel Edge-Guided post-processing to reduce the occlusion fading issue for self-supervised monocular depth estimation. We further introduce Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling (ASPP) into the network to reduce the computational costs and improve the inference performance. The proposed ASPP-based network is lighter, faster, and better than current commonly used depth estimation networks. This light-weight network only needs 8.1 million parameters and can achieve up to 40 frames per second for 256×512 input in the inference stage using a single nVIDIA GTX1080 GPU. The proposed network also outperforms the current state-of-the-art on the KITTI benchmarks. The ASPP-based network and Edge-Guided post-processing produce better results either quantitatively and qualitatively than the competitors.
Introduction
Depth estimation is one of the fundamental problems with a long history in computer vision. It also serves as the cornerstone for many machine perception applications, such as 3D reconstruction, auto-driving system, industrial machine vision, robotics interaction, etc. However, most research is performed based on the availability of multiple observations in target scenes. The constraint of the multiple observations can be overcome by the supervised method because of the emerging deep learning technology [2, 3, 4] . These methods aim to directly predict the pixel depth from a single image by learning the given ground truth depth data of a large amount of dataset. Despite the promising results of the monocular depth prediction, these methods suffer from the limitation of the quality and availability of the collected ground truth pixel depth. Hence, the self-supervised approaches learning the depth information from a single image has received increasing attention in recent research. Figure 1 : Comparison between the conventional post-processing (PP) [1] and the proposed Edge-Guided post-processing (EG-PP) on KITTI dataset. Our method can reserve the sharp edge of the detected object depth and avoid the halo effect.
Related Works
A depth map is a form of an absolute depth or disparity value. The depth is inversely proportional to the disparity. The former and latter values can be converted to each other based on the parameters of the rectified multi-cameras. We use monocular depth estimation because they use a single monocular image as the input to the system rather than using multi-view images to calculate the disparity of the scene [6] . In [4] , CNNs and continuous CRFs are used as a patch-wise depth predictor to estimate the depth information in a supervised manner, which required a large amount of high-quality ground truth images. A combination of coarse and fine cues was proposed to improve the performance of the depth estimation but still was supervised [7] . On the other hand, self-supervised approaches only need supervision from either stereo image pairs [8, 1, 9] or monocular video frames [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . In this approach, the disparity is used as an intermediate product which can be converted to reconstruct the images with the inverse warping transform [5] . To improve the performance of the self-supervised algorithm, various objective functions are proposed, such as left-right consistency [1] , correlational consistency [16] , and adaptive global and local error [9] .
Self-supervised approaches have limited predictive abilities on finer details in an image compared to their supervised counterparts. There were different methods devised to mitigate this limitation. A semi-supervised approach is a combination of self-supervised and supervised methods [17, 18] . These approaches predict the dense pixel depth on pixels with ground truth from the supervised information and the pixels without ground truth in the self-supervised approach. These methods were particularly useful when the ground truth was sparse, and they yield promising results. Rather than using ground truth information, a joint prediction approach can use the semantic segmentation to assist in depth estimation [19] . In semi-supervised approaches, the implicit methods were used to predict the depth and semantic segments jointly to leverage the common feature representations between two tasks; however, each task used independent objective functions [20, 21, 22, 23] . More recent work introduced the depth-semantic gradient consistency explicitly to refine the fine details of the estimated depth map [24, 25, 26, 19] .
One limitation of self-supervision method was the stereo dis-occlusion effect. The self-supervision method relied on stereo image pairs to calibrate the estimation without the ground truth. This method inherits the stereo dis-occlusion effect from the objective function that uses stereo image pairs. The early researches in the occlusion detection used Bayesian formulation [27] , AdaBoost [28] , and Random Forest based framework [29] to detect the motion occlusion regions of motion images. These priors handcrafted the features to proceed the machine learning algorithms. Recently, a learning-based method has considered structural left-right symmetry [30] to detect occlusions, while a [31] proposed to estimate occlusions, motion, and depth boundary using a single network. These prior had shown plausible results but need a complicated model to only detect the occlusion. Recently, [1] proposed to use a simple post processing module of flip prediction alignment method to recover the information of the occlusion area for the self-supervision approaches. Unfortunately, halo effects occur after applying this post processing module to the estimation. None of the current methods can fit the needs of reducing the occlusion fading for a self-supervised depth estimation task.
In this paper, we improve the depth network efficiency and performance quantitatively and qualitatively. However, there are only a few works that focus on optimizing the network structure for self-supervision in real-time. A Light-Weight RefineNet was proposed for joint semantic segmentation and depth estimation task [32] . This methods is designed for the supervision method. We have tested it and found out that its performance is limited when applying to the self-supervision method. When we studied the multi-task network, we realized that the depth estimation and semantic segmentation can share the same feature representation in the network. Based on this finding, we argue that the semantic segmentation network structure can be used in the depth estimation network. In this paper, we introduce Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling (ASPP) module into our depth network from Deeplab semantic segmentation network [33] . We successfully designed a Light-weight DispNet that has only 20% size of the conventional depth network but is about 35% faster in prediction. To address the occluding fading issue, we proposed an Edge-Guided post-processing method using Tensorflow right after the depth network to eliminate the occluding fading and halo effects in inference stage. The proposed method effectively improve both the quantitative and qualitative results and is suitable for all the self-supervision-based methods.
Methodology
Our model is inspired by the works of [33] and [1] . We first introduce the ASPP module [33] into our network design, and then the objective function is directly adopted from [1] . The proposed Edge-Guided post-processing is explained in the last section.
Light-Weight Disparity Network
Many recent works designed their network by referring to DispNet [34] , which is an autoencoder-based architecture. The multi-scale features are exploited from the encoder, and the spatial resolution is recovered from the decoder. The recovered multi-scale spatial resolutions are the estimated disparities.
Since it has been shown that the depth estimation and semantic segmentation prediction have common feature representations and they can share the base-network to perform multi-task prediction [35] , we use the network design concept of the semantic segmentation task. It indicates that an extra module is commonly cascaded on top of the original network for detecting long-range information [33, 36] . We follow this design rule to modify the DispNet to do the depth estimation. We choose the ASPP module [33] as our long-range detection module and insert it between the encoder and decoder.
To further optimize our network, we analyzed the feature layers of the encoder, and we found that the last few dense feature layers have a minor contribution to the estimation, especially after introducing the ASPP module. Based on this observation, we simplify the DispNet by using ASPP module to replace the last two dense layers of the encoder. This design successfully reduces the network size of the network and produce a better performance. We name this structure a Light-Weight DispNet. The proposed network structure is shown in Fig. 2 . We here use [1] as a baseline example. If DispNet uses VGG19 as the backbone, the network parameters are about 31.6 million, and the inference time is about 32 msec. The corresponding Light-Weight DispNet only need 8.1 million (74% less) with inference time 25.2 msec (22% less). Nevertheless, the proposed Light-Weight DispNet inherits the trait of DispNet that the backbone of the encoder can be modified. In this paper, we choose VGG8 and Resnet24 as our backbones. We demonstrate that the ASPP can effectively improve the estimation performance in our evaluation. Please refer to Appendix for the detailed network design.
Objective Function
We decide to adopt the objective function from [1] directly with several reasons. The most important consideration is that the aim of the left-right consistency function from [1] has demonstrated promising results among the recent works. The successors only have minor modifications. Besides, we would like to showcase that the proposed Light-Weight DispNet is substantially better than the conventional DispNet using the same objective function. The objective function is a weighted sum of three terms: appearance (C ap ), disparity smoothness (C ds ), and left-right consistency (C cor ). The self-supervise total loss is defined as following:
The weights (α ap , α ds , α lr ) are determined before optimization and set as (1.0, 0.5, 1.0). The definition of each term can be found in [1] .
Edge-Guided Post-Processing
The stereo dis-occlusion effect is one of the limitations in the self-supervision method of monocular depth estimation. Stereo dis-occlusion creates disparity ramps (occlusion fading) on both the left side of the image and the occluders. [1] proposed a post-processing method to reduce this effect. This post-processing estimates the disparity map d l and the flipped disparity map d l , which are from input image I and its horizontally flipped image I . Then the flipped disparity map d l is flipped back as a d l that aligns with d l but where the occlusion fading is on the right of occluders as well as on the right side of the image. The final result is an average of d l and d l but assigning the first 5% on the left of the image using d l and the last 5% on the right to the disparities from d l . The 5% of left and right original disparities is the reserved boundary range to avoid the boundary fading during the disparity synthesis in the post processing.
This post-processing uses a mirror trick to generate a well-aligned projected disparity d l that has right-side occlusion fading. The average of d l and d l can reduce the left-side occlusion fading because d l has correct left-side estimation results. However, the right-side occlusion fading is also being involved. This average process in the post-processing causes the halo effect in the final results, as shown in PP of Fig 1. Instead of average, we propose an Edge-Guided weighted sum to suppress the occlusion fading of both d l and d l in the combination to reduce the halo effect, as shown in EG-PP of Fig 1. The proposed Edge-Guided post-processing is depicted in Fig. 3 . We follow the design concept of [1] to compute d l and d l , but we add edge-aware weights (w, w ) in the final combination. Here we take w as an example to illustrate the algorithm. A right-edge detector is designed to extract the regional-edge confidence E. Instead of using Sobel detector, a wide-range horizontal gradient filter (f gx ) is used:
where N is the detection radius, whose default value is set to 10. After the convolution process (⊗) of d l and f gx , we add an offset (b) and a gain (a) on the convolution result. Then a sigmoid function is applied:
where E l is the right regional-edge confidence. The offset b and gain a are set as 0.5 and 32 to maximize the E l in the range [0, 1]. In this equation, the right edge region has the confidence close to 1, while the left occlusion fading area has the confidence close to 0. The confidence of the flat area keeps around 0.5. The E l is obtained in the same way but using the horizontal flipped f gx as the left-edge detector. The last step is to normalize E l and E l to obtain w and w . Then the final output d l is a weighted sum of d l and d l :
The normalization process is needed to prevent overlap detection between E l and E l . It ensures that the sum of w and w is 1 for each pixel and the final output d l has no overhead compared to d l and d l . There are no learning parameters and the computation cost is very low. We also follow the boundary reserving design here with the 2% reserved boundary range. The details are described in Appendix.
Experiments
We compare the performance of our approach to recent self-supervised monocular depth estimation methods. We selected Godard et al. [1] 's work as our baseline and used the same benchmark configurations [1] . We evaluate our approach in multiple aspects of KITTI [37] dataset quantitatively and qualitatively. The ablation study is first conducted to prove the effectiveness of our approach using KITTI split. We then have a benchmark with the current start-of-the-art on Eigen split. We split the benchmark into two parts: network and integration test. In the network test, we showcase that the proposed network structure is better than the competitors without any post-processing. The integration test is to demonstrate the power of the proposed Edge-Guided post-processing method. We involve the semantic consistency of semi-supervision learning [19] . Please refer to our code 1 to see the detailed implementation.
Datasets
We evaluate the performance of the proposed method on the KITTI benchmark [37] . We use two different test splits, KITTI and Eigen Split [3] , of KITTI dataset to do the ablation analysis of the variants of our method and the benchmark compared with the existing works. We follow the approach of [1] to use 29,000 image pairs as the training set. The typical image size of the KITTI dataset is 375 × 1242 pixels, and the stereo image pairs are well-calibrated in the calibrated camera configuration. The depth labels were collected from a Velodyne laser sensor.
Furthermore, it has been shown by [1] that pre-training with Cityscapes dataset [38] can improve the performance on KITTI benchmark. We also include this strategy in the benchmark. Cityscapes dataset contains 22,973 higher resolution and image quality training stereo pairs. We use the same crop as [1] to avoid the reflective car hoods from the input. In the combinational training on Cityscapes and KITTI dataset (C+K), we pre-train our models with an eight batches and 50 epochs initial training on Cityscapes dataset, and then another eight batches and 100 epochs training on KITTI dataset.
Metrics
We use the evaluation metrics from [37] for depth estimation, which measure the error in meters from the ground truth and the percentage of depth that is within a threshold from the correct value. The error measurements represent the average error.
Implementations
Configuration Our methods were implemented in Tensorflow 1.15 [39] Network Backbone In the evaluation, we show the experimental results in two models, VGGASPP (VGG8 Backbone) and ResASPP (Resnet24 Backbone), of our Light-weight DispNet. The computation costs of each backbone are also summarized in the Ablation section. We show that both our models have better performance than competitors in the benchmark studies.
Results

Ablation Study
In the ablation study, we analyze the quantitative performance improvement and the computational costs of our various designs using KITTI split on the KITTI dataset. For the quantitative performance improvement, we use two models, VGG and Resnet50, of our prior work [1] without post-processing as the baseline. The results are shown in Table 1 .
We can see that our VGGASPP without conventional post-processing outperforms the VGG model of the baseline and is very close to the Resnet50 one. On the other hand, our ResASPP without conventional post-processing has better performance than both VGG and Resnet50 models on the baseline. Furthermore, compared to the conventional post-processing, the proposed Edge-Guided post-processing has a significant performance boost on both our two models, especially on terms of RMSE(log) and δ < 1.25, which are the most challenging parts. We also add the C+K training set up in the last section. We found that our VGGASPP can even outperform ResASPP using the Edge-Guided post-processing.
In Table 2 , we can see the computation costs of both our methods with the baseline. Our VGGASPP has only 25.6% of parameters but is 23.2% faster in the prediction compared to VGG model of the baseline. Our ResASPP has only 13.8% of parameters but performs 48% more quickly in the prediction compared to the Resnet50 model of the baseline. Only 3.8% and 3% loss in computation time occur in prediction on VGGASPP and ResASPP models when we apply the Edge-Guided post-processing to our methods. There is no need for extra parameters.
State-of-the-art comparison
Network Test The network test considers the performance of the network without help from any post-processing methods in Table 3 . We involve several self-supervised priors, and the test is based on Eigen-slipt of KITTI dataset. The test is essentially in two types of examination, namely the results of the full distance (0-80m) and near distance (1-50m For a fair comparison, we compare the reference methods without the post-processing (PP), and all the results use the crop defined by [8] . We also examine the effects of the full distance (0-80m) and the near distance (1-50m). The results which are pre-trained with Cityscapes (C) are evaluated as well. Figure 4 : Benchmark of qualitative results on KITTI dataset Eigen Split. All the results have no post-processing for a fair comparison. There are are many missing and false detection of trunks, poles, trucks, or cars in the reference methods. By contrast, our methods can accurately capture more fine objects and maintain their shapes better.
we also add other C+K full distance results in the second section of the table. In the case of the KITTI dataset, our methods largely outperform all the competitors in all metrics. In terms of δ < 1.25 2 and δ < 1.25 3 , we have only minor improvement since the results of these two metrics are nearly saturated. In the case of C+K, our results are significantly better than all the competitors except for the last two accuracy terms. We also found that our ResASPP model has a better performance than VGGASPP in all cases.
In the qualitative benchmark of network test, we choose the best two priors [1] and [9] as our references in Fig. 4 . We demonstrate that our ResVGG has a better ability to capture either large size objects (e.g., trucks, cars, wall, etc.) and fine details (e.g., poles, trunks, signs, etc.). Our method has less false detection in the sky area. Our results are more clear and consistent with either the ground truth or the input image compared to the priors.
Integration Test In the integration test of our benchmark, we involve the post-processing in the comparison. To further showcase the power of the propose Edge-Guided post-processing, we add a special prior [19] that uses semantic consistency to capture better object shape in the estimated depth map. There are multiple scenarios in this test. From the training aspect of view, there are K only and C+K cases. In test cases, we still use Eigen-split with full and near distance under Garg [8] crop, but an uncropped full distance comparison is added at the end of the quantitative results of Table 4 . Our results with conventional post-processing are still better than two competitors except for the last two [40] with post-processing (PP). All the results still use the crop defined by Garg et al. [8] except for the last section, in which we evaluate the uncropped(u) results. In the PP column, Y means conventional PP, while Y+ means the proposed Edge-Guided PP. Overall, our results are better than the reference method in any scenario. The second reference [40] uses semantic segmentation as a reference to enhance the performance. We show that our method outperforms [40] even without the information of semantic segmentation. An interesting finding is that the VGGASPP and ResASPP have less difference when the proposed Edge-Guided PP is applied. Figure 5 : Benchmark of qualitative result on KITTI dataset KITTI Split. There are eight sets in two parts listed in the Figure. The images from top to down in each set are -source image, ground truth, Godard et al. [41] , Po-yi et. al. [19] , and our ResASPP. Our ResASPP has applied the proposed Edge-Guided post-processing. Our results can capture much more clear object shapes, such as signs, cars, and trunks than priors. The halo effects are also effectively reduced in our results.
accuracy terms in all cases. When we apply the Edge-Guided post-processing method, our results become significantly better, and only the last accuracy term is slightly behind.
The improved performance of our method is not only quantitative, but also qualitative. The results are shown in Fig. 5 . We use the same demo pictures as [19] to have a fair comparison. Our results have a much better ability to reproduce clear object shapes and edges in any size, especially the signs and trunks in the test images. The halo effects around objects (e.g., cars, signs, trunks,etc.) are largely reduced using the proposed Edge-Guided post-processing. In the visual evaluation, we provide much more accurate and visually appealing images to viewers.
In the qualitative benchmark, we include more results on KITTI dataset and extend our model on more datasets. Please refer to Appendix to check more results.
Discussion
In our benchmark, we have proved that the proposed Light-weight DispNet is better than related methods. The only difference is the introduced ASPP module to replace the last few dense feature extractor in the encoder. ASPP module has a smaller structure than the conventional dense feature extractors but can better detect long-range features.
The quantitative results have shown the improvement of the ASPP module, but we still have some limitations in the last two accuracy terms. These two terms indicate the coarse accuracy of the estimation. We can find that we mainly improve the object shape and clarity with ASPP, but no significant improvement in the rest flat area or very large object. The only improvement of the large area in the sky area that is not counted in the evaluation because there is no ground truth in this area. The current design of ASPP module has no significant impact on these parts. The possible solution is to improve the ASPP module further, e.g., enlarge the detection range, or add local-global information [42] to align the rest non-object area.
Although the halo effects have been largely removed using the Edge-Guided post-processing, there are still a few remaining halos. In this method, there are two assumptions: 1) the network can accurately capture the right-side edge of the object, and 2) the occlusion fading is inside the detection range. The first assumption indicates that the Edge-Guided method highly relies on the detection results of the network. If the network can only generate a blurred edge in the estimation, the performance of our method is limited. Furthermore, the detection range N of our Edge-Guided method is also a trick. If we use a small N in detection, the long occlusion fading can not be detected, and there will be a strong undershoot around the object contour in the final output. However, a large N may involve unnecessary information to sabotage the detection results. Currently, we found that N = 10 is the most balance setting, although there is still a bit remaining long-range fading as shown in Fig. 6 . It may need a better edge detector to overcome this limitation.
(a) Conventional [1] (b) Ours Edge-Guided Figure 6 : Post-processing performance comparison
Conclusion
We have presented a Light-weight DispNet and a novel Edge-Guided post-processing method to improve the performance for a self-supervised monocular depth estimator. Our primary contribution is that the proposed Light-weight DispNet demonstrates the inherent capability to capture long-range features to better estimate the depth map with a much smaller network structure compared to the current commonly used DispNet. We get up to a 48% speed up in inference and 71.8% fewer parameters of the network with a better performance both quantitatively and qualitatively. Another contribution of this work is that the Edge-Guided post-processing can resolve most occlusion fading effect of self-supervision methods. It can effectively reduce the halo effect that comes from the conventional post-processing to yield the object shape. The proposed Edge-Guided post-processing is an upgraded version of the conventional post-processing [1] and is suitable for all the self-supervised monocular depth estimators. The quantitative and qualitative results are both clear in the results. Our model only costs 4% more in computation time, which is a very low price to improve the performance.
Appendix A Network Architecture
In this section, we provide the network designs of our methods. The VGG and Resnet_blocks are as the same as the conventional designs, but we remove the batch norm process of Resnet_block. The ASPP module is directly adopted from the prior [33] in the implementation. Table 5 : Proposed Network architecture, where k is the kernel size, Ch I/O is the number of input and output channels for each layer, Scale is the down-scaling factor for each layer relative to the input image, and input corresponds to the input of each layer where + is a concatenation and * is a 2× upsampling of the layer.
B Edge-Guided Post-Processing
One of our major contribution is the Edge-Guided post-processing method that evolves from [1] . We further elaborate some detailed implementations that we haven't mentioned in the main manuscript.
The conventional post-processing of [1] can be formulated as follows:
where d l−syn is the synthesized left disparity, d lm is the modulated left disparity by d l and d l , (i, j) are normalized pixel coordinates, w l is the per-pixel weight map, and rng is the reserved boundary range that was set as 0.05 in [1] . This equation set shows that the left and right side has 5% reserved range for d l and d l , while the center part uses d lm that is the the average of d l and d l . This is a boundary preserving design to avoid the boundary fading during the disparity synthesis in the post processing.
In our Edge-Guided post-processing, we introduced the edge-weighted left disparity as shown in Eq. (5) of the main script:
d l = wd l + w d l (7) We also follow the boundary reserving design here and set the modulated left disparity d lm as d l . Furthermore, the reserved range rng is only 2% in our method. The final Edge-guided synthesized left disparity is as following:
We visualize the results of d l , d l−syn , d l , and d l−syn to show the improvement of our method in Fig. 7 . In the bounding boxes 1 and 2 show the occlusion fading reduction with the minimal halo effect of our method. In the bounding box 3, the boundary gradation of d l can be improved by using the boundary preserving method. The d l and d l−syn in Fig. 7 have a few color difference of the color-mapping due to the value range variation between two results. Figure 7 : Comparison between the conventional post-processing (PP) [1] and the proposed Edge-Guided post-processing (EG-PP) on KITTI dataset. d l is the left disparity, d l−syn is the synthesized left disparity of [1] , d l is the proposed edge-weighted left disparity without the boundary preserving, and d l−syn is the proposed edge-weighted left disparity with the boundary preserving. Our d l and d l−syn can reduce the occlusion fading well with minimal halo effects compared to d l−syn shown in the bounding boxes 1 and 2. The boundary preserving method works effectively to reduce the boundary gradation shown in the bounding boxes 3 of d l .
C Experiments
There are two updates in our experiments setup. The first update is the training setup. We originally used 8 batches and 100 epochs (8x100) on the KITTI training dataset, while in the C+K training case we train (8x50) on Cityscapes dataset and another 8x100 on KITTI dataset. However, we actually only used 8x50 on KITTI dataset of the C+K training case to get a optimal result and we would like to correct this wrong description.
The second update is the parameter optimization of the reserved boundary range (rng) in the Edge-Guiding postprocessing. Originally, we applied the same rng (0.05) as the prior [1] and we further optimized it to 0.02 due the narrower boundary gradation in our method compared to prior.
Based on these two updates, we also update out experimental results of the ablation study and the benchmarks. We also include more comprehensive comparison of our method with the competitors.
C.1 Ablation Study
We have updated the results of the Ablation Study in , while the last section shows the results which are pre-trained by Cityscapes training sets (C+K). We use our prior [1] as our baseline is shown in the first section.
C.2 Benchmarks
The benchmark results are also updated base on the new setup. The network test has no update here, while the integration test is being updated due to post processing setup update and shown in Table 7 . We also add the results of our methods with conventional post-processing to indicate the improvement by using the proposed Edge-Guided method. The conclusion keeps consistent as the main manuscript and the performance is slightly improved under the new setup. [40] with post-processing (PP). All the results still use the crop defined by Garg et al. [8] except for the last section, in which we evaluate the uncropped(u) results. In the PP column, Y means conventional PP, while Y+ means the proposed Edge-Guided PP. Overall, our results are better than the reference method in any scenario. The second reference [40] uses semantic segmentation as a reference to enhance the performance. We show that our method outperforms [40] even without the information of semantic segmentation. An interesting finding is that the VGGASPP and ResASPP have less difference when the proposed Edge-Guided PP is applied.
D More Quantitative Results
We include more quantitative results to further visualize the performance of our model on KITTI dataset. The proposed VGGASPP and ResASPP networks are both presented in all the results. In the network benchmark shown in Fig. 8 , we use our prior [1] and [9] as the references without any post-processing to demonstrate the network performance. The performance is the same as that we have shown in the main manuscript. Our network can detect more objects clearly than state-of-the-art models, such as signs, poles, cars, etc. Comparing to our VGGASPP and ResASPP, the overall results are similar, but our ResASPP can get a few better prediction results on object shapes.
In the integration benchmark shown in Fig. 9 , we only have one prior [1] as the reference due to the lack of the source information from other priors. We further showcase the ability to capture the clear object shapes with the minimal halo effects in our methods. We can produce very clear disparity images in the inference using the proposed Edge-Guided post-processing method. 
E Extended Results On More Datasets
We extend our models to experiments on other datasets: Cityscapes [38] and Deepdrive [43] . Both these two datasets are outdoor scenes for the auto-driving application. We have used Cityscapes dataset as the pre-train dataset in the training process. We visualize the ten inference results in Fig. 10 . The Deepdrive dataset is also designed for the auto-driving application with more different types of scenes. There are scenes in different weathers, and it is good for testing the model robustness. The original resolution of Deepdrive dataset is 720 × 1280. We select another ten inference results of Deepdrive dataset shown in Fig. 11 . The performance of the selected two datasets are consistent as the results on KITTI dataset. The proposed methods can finely capture the object shapes in the test images. Figure 10 : Cityscapes dataset qualitative results. There are 10 sets of images that we randomly select to show the visualization results. Figure 11 : Deepdrive dataset qualitative results. There are 10 sets of images that we randomly select to show the visualization results.
